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Introduction
Chemical peels are very popular aesthetic
procedures, but results are too changeable and
highly dependent on practitioner’s experience
and interpretation.

SmoothPeel, Candela’s erbium:YAG laser
eliminates the typical variables of traditional
chemical peels such as different absorption
levels or different timing issues.

Because the operator can accurately determine
the treatment parameters before the procedure,
using this laser ensures that performance is
more precise, predictable and repeatable.

Method
The subjects of this study were two women with
skin Type III.

The first patient (a) was a 25-year-old female
treated once for enlarged facial pores. She had
one treatment of the cheeks using 9 mm diameter
spot size, high energy level, 4 Hz repetition rate
and two passes.

The second patient (b) was a 40-year-old female
who had melasma and acne scars on the face.
She was treated twice with three weeks in
between treatments. Two passes on the full face
with a 9 mm spot size, high energy level, 4 Hz
repetition rate and a third pass only on areas with
melasma and acne scars, using 5 mm spot size,
low energy level and 4 Hz repetition rate.

In both cases, cooling masks were applied for
15 minutes before the procedure. Vaseline®

was applied immediately after treatment and
several times for the following five days. Makeup
was forbidden only for the first day. The patients
were educated to strictly avoid sun exposure and
to use sun blocks for at least one month after the
last treatment.

Results
The treatments were well tolerated: the patients
did not experience excessive discomfort during
the procedure or in the postoperative period; both
patients were able to continue normal activities.

Photography of the first patient was taken: (a1)
before treatment; (a2) immediately afterwards:
the skin appears reddened, and the patient has
a sunburn-like sensation; (a3) one day after
treatment: cosmetics can be used to cover any
residual redness, and the skin begins to peel;
(a4) three days after treatment: peeling contin-
ues, with old cells eliminated and replaced by
new cells; (a5) five days after treatment: a clear
improvement can be seen, as pore size and
texture exhibit noticeable improvement after
just one laser treatment.

Photography of the second patient was taken:
(b1) before treatment; (b2) three days after first
treatment; (b3) five weeks after second treat-
ment. Remarkable improvement in skin texture
and tone are evident; skin appears younger, more
luminous and healthy; and dramatic reduction of
acne scars and melasma is visible.
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Treatment parameters are subject to change—please consult your sales representative or clinical consultant, 
or visit www.mycandela.com to obtain current information regarding the use of your Candela device.
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Discussion
The ablative capabilities of the 2910 nm
wavelength are well documented, and
results are faster and more controlled 
than chemical peels.

Candela’s SmoothPeel of is easy to learn
and simple to use; treatment parameters
are easy to set and the risk of error is
reduced at a minimum. For patients,
SmoothPeel is a more technologically
advanced treatment that offers important
benefits over traditional therapies,
Moreover, the speed of the procedure 
(9 mm spot size and repetition rate up to 
6 Hz) makes treatments more comfortable
for the patient and more suitable for the
practitioner. Full-face SmoothPeel treat-
ment can be completed in as little as 
15 to 20 minutes, and is well tolerated by
patients with minimal pain and discomfort,
offering a small side-effect profile.

With preset parameters, this laser offers a
safe way to treat thin skin areas, such as
the neck, chest and hands, significantly
reducing the risk of unwanted side effects.
Its improved precision translates to greater
choice in depth of tissue ablation, providing
a greater range of treatment options: from
light skin-freshening with brief downtime to
using more aggressive settings.

Figure 1 — (a1) Patient 1 before treatment (a2) Immediately after treatment (a3) One day after treatment

Figure 2 — (b1) Patient 2 before treatment (b2) Three days after treatment (b3) Five weeks after treatment

(a4) Three days after treatment (a5) Five days after treatment


